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How to Grow More Vegetables
Presents the basic principles of biointensive
gardening with tips on what to grow, preparing
growing beds, and planning and planting crops

How to Grow More Vegetables, Ninth
Edition
Step-by-step instructions on how to build the
patented WaterStick and how to make
Super42Vitalizer fertilizer and an organic pest
repellent called 'Bug Juice.' The WaterStick is a device
that utilizes 75% less water and fertilizer because it
waters and fertilizes plants at their roots. The
Super42Vitalizer is a blended fertilizer with vitamins
formulated to grow bigger, stronger, and healthier
plants and produce more vegetables. The organic
pest repellent called 'Bug Juice' is not only easy to
make, but is natural, and pesticide-free.

How to Grow More Vegetables
Vine-ripened tomatoes. Succulent squash. Plump
cucumbers. Growing vegetables is a rewarding and
cost-effective way to eat better for less. Yet many
don't know where to start. Author and farmer
Catherine Abbott answers questions like: What is the
best way to maximize my garden space? How do I get
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inside
my house? How can I tell if my
vegetables are primed for eating? Will I really save
money by growing my own? You will find affordable
tips on how to plant and harvest more than thirty
common vegetables, from spinach and eggplant to
corn and beans. Abbott's expertise shines on planting,
fertilizing, watering, weeding, and troubleshooting.
This book has everything you need to grow fresh,
delicious veggies in any climate, any time of year!

Grow Great Vegetables in Georgia
Guinness world record holder Charles Wilber reveals
for the first time how he grows record-breaking
tomatoes without chemicals.

What's Wrong With My Plant? (And How
Do I Fix It?)
Super Easy Food Preserving
Presents advice on how to improve growing soil,
discussing some of the current misconceptions about
soil and providing the best methods for adding
enhancements that will produce nutrient-dense foods.

“Updated for its 30th anniversary edition; [This book]
remains as relevant as ever.”—New York Times Book
Review Since its original publication in 1989, The New
Organic Grower has been one of the most important
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in the organic movement in the
United States. Now fully illustrated and updated, this
30th Anniversary Edition is a must-have for any
agricultural library. Eliot Coleman’s books and
innovative methods have helped innumerable organic
farmers build successful farms in deep accordance
with nature. The wisdom in this seminal book holds
true even as the modern agricultural canon has
grown—in large part due to Coleman’s influence as a
wise elder with decades of experience. New
information has been included in this edition to
showcase the new tools and techniques that Eliot has
been developing over the last thirty-five years.
Inspired by the European intensive growers, The New
Organic Grower, 30th Anniversary Edition, offers a
very approachable and productive form of farming
that has proven to work well for the earth and its
stewards for centuries. Gardeners working on 2.5
acres or less will find this book especially useful, as it
offers proof that small-scale market growers and
serious home gardeners can live good lives close to
the land and make a profit at the same time. The New
Organic Grower is ideal for young farmers just getting
started, or gardeners seeking to expand into a more
productive enterprise. New material in this edition
includes: Beautiful color photographs throughout,
taken by master gardener and author Barbara
Damrosch (Eliot’s wife and co-farmer) Updated
information throughout on how Eliot’s practices have
changed through his experiments over the years A
new section from Damrosch about incorporating
flowers on the small farm More information on new
tools Eliot has invented that don’t appear in any of his
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All New Square Foot Gardening, 3rd
Edition, Fully Updated
In All New Square Food Gardening, 3rd Edition, the
best-selling gardening book in North America is
relaunched and updated for the next generation of
gardeners and beyond. Since Square Foot Gardening
was first introduced in 1981, the revolutionary new
way to garden developed by Mel Bartholomew has
helped millions of home gardeners grow more fresh
produce in less space and with less work. Now, based
largely on the input and experience of these millions,
the system has been even further refined and
improved to fully meet today's changing resources,
needs, and challenges. With over 150 new photos and
illustrations, this new edition makes it easier than
ever to achieve nearly-foolproof results in virtually
any situation:100% of the produce; 20% of the water;
5% of the work. Perfect for experienced Square-FootGardeners or beginners, the original method created
by Mel has not changed in any significant way with
this new 3rd edition of All New Square Foot
Gardening. It remains: build a box; fill it with Mel's
Mix; add a grid. But along with the classic steps, you
will find some interesting and compelling new
information, such as: Adding trellises and archways
Substituting with new materials Adding automatic
watering systems "Thinking Outside the Box" with
creative configurations and shapes Square Foot
Gardening in dense urban areas with little or no yard
Square Foot Gardening with kids Crop protection
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How to Grow Vegetables and Fruits by
the Organic Method
Details the farming method that can result in 800
square feet or less providing a family of four with
fresh vegetables, grown organically, for an entire
year.

The Fruit Gardener's Bible
Get the Inside Dirt, Tennessee! This ultimate local
guide to growing vegetables and other edibles
provides you with insider advice on climate zones,
average frost dates, and growing season details
across Tennessee. Information includes details on
sun, soil, fertilizer, mulch, water, and the best
varieties for your region. A garden planning section
helps with design and crop rotation, and monthly lists
explain what to do from January through December.
In-depth profiles of nearly 50 edibles round out the
information and help ensure a can’t-miss harvest.

No More Vegetables!
Expert planting advice for growing fruit and
vegetables in pots from the acclaimed English garden
- with 50 delicious recipes Beautifully illustrated, Grow
Fruit & Vegetables in Pots provides clear, practical
information on growing fruit and vegetables in
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a balcony. Aaron Bertelsen of the
acclaimed English garden at Great Dixter will guide
you through what to grow, which pots to use, give
personal tips on varieties to choose, and advice on
cultivation and care. Featuring more than 50 delicious
recipes, Bertelsen shows that lack of space is no
barrier to growing what you want to eat, and proves
that harvesting and cooking food you have grown
yourself is a total pleasure, with dishes that showcase
a few perfectly chosen - and personally grown ingredients.

Regrow Your Veggies
Concerned about the vast distances food travels
before it hits the dinner plate, the authors describe
their determination to eat only foods grown locally or
produced within a one-hundred-mile radius of their
home, sharing their reflections on the satisfaction of
eating home-grown food, the benefits and pitfalls of
local eating, seasonal recipes, and more. Reprint.
30,000 first printing.

The Intelligent Gardener
Create abundance through this unique approach to
low-maintenance, high-yield, sustainable food
production A food forest is a productive landscape
developed around a mix of trees and perennials.
Rooted in permaculture principles, this integrated
approach to gardening incorporates a variety of
plants such as fruit and nut trees, shrubs, vines, and
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protect valuable habitat for
beneficial insects, and promote food security and
resilience, all while providing an abundant harvest.
The Food Forest Handbook is a practical manual for
the design and management of a home-scale
perennial polyculture garden. Simple, straightforward
instructions guide the reader through: Getting started
- site assessment and planning Tending the forest
garden – maintaining soil health, succession planning,
, mulching, pruning and more The fruits of your labor
– crop profiles, harvest, storage, nutrition and recipes.
This timely book makes the concept of food forests
accessible to everyone. Focusing on the potential of
perennial polyculture to enhance local food systems,
The Food Forest Handbook shows the reader how to
mix and match plants in unique combinations to
establish bountiful landscapes and create genuine selfreliance in years to come. Darrell Frey is the owner
and manager of Three Sisters Farm, a five-acre
permaculture farm, solar greenhouse and market
garden located in Western Pennsylvania. He has been
permaculture teacher for thirty years, and is the
author of Bioshelter Market Garden: A Permaculture
Farm . Michelle Czolba is co-owner of Pittsburgh
Permaculture and co-founded the Hazelwood Food
Forest. She has extensive experience in the design
and maintenance of perennial polyculture.

The Food Forest Handbook
Worms at Work
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How to Grow Food
Everyone is growing their own food, whether to save
money or to enjoy the taste and nutrition of homegrown fruits and vegetables. Here is the information
you need to create a productive food garden.

Gaia's Garden
Get the Inside Dirt, Pennsylvania! Grow Great
Vegetables in Pennsylvania is the ultimate guide to
growing food in the Keystone State! This must-have
guide to growing vegetables, fruits, and herbs
provides you with insider advice on climate zones,
average frost dates, and growing season details.
Information includes details on sun, soil, fertilizer,
mulch, water, and the best varieties for your region. A
garden planning section helps with design and crop
rotation, and monthly lists explain what to do from
January through December. In-depth profiles of fifty
best edibles help ensure a can’t-miss harvest.

Storey's Guide to Growing Organic
Vegetables & Herbs for Market
This extensively revised and expanded edition
broadens the reach and depth of the permaculture
approach for urban and suburban gardeners. The
text's message is that working with nature, not
against it, results in more beautiful, abundant, and
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Vegetables Love Flowers
Scientist/gardener Carol Deppe combines her passion
for organic gardening with newly emerging scientific
information from many fields — resilience science,
climatology, climate change, ecology, anthropology,
paleontology, sustainable agriculture, nutrition,
health, and medicine. In the last half of The Resilient
Gardener, Deppe extends and illustrates these
principles with detailed information about growing
and using five key crops: potatoes, corn, beans,
squash, and eggs. In this book you’ll learn how to:
•Garden in an era of unpredictable weather and
climate change •Grow, store, and use more of your
own staple crops •Garden efficiently and comfortably
(even if you have a bad back) •Grow, store, and cook
different varieties of potatoes and save your own
potato seed •Grow the right varieties of corn to make
your own gourmet-quality fast-cooking polenta,
cornbread, parched corn, corn cakes, pancakes and
even savory corn gravy •Make whole-grain, cornbased breads and cakes using the author’s original
gluten-free recipes involving no other grains, artificial
binders, or dairy products •Grow and use popbeans
and other grain legumes •Grow, store, and use
summer, winter, and drying squash •Keep a home
laying flock of ducks or chickens; integrate them with
your gardening, and grow most of their feed. The
Resilient Gardener is both a conceptual and a handson organic gardening book, and is suitable for
vegetable gardeners at all levels of experience.
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full range of problems, from personal
hard times such as injuries, family crises, financial
problems, health problems, and special dietary needs
(gluten intolerance, food allergies, carbohydrate
sensitivity, and a need for weight control) to serious
regional and global disasters and climate change. It is
a supremely optimistic as well as realistic book about
how resilient gardeners and their vegetable gardens
can flourish even in challenging times and help their
communities to survive and thrive through everything
that comes their way — from tomorrow through the
next thousand years. Organic gardening, vegetable
gardening, self-sufficiency, subsistence gardening,
gluten-free living.

Grow Great Vegetables in Tennessee
Decades before the terms “eco-friendly” and
“sustainable growing” entered the vernacular, How to
Grow More Vegetables demonstrated that small-scale,
high-yield, all-organic gardening methods could yield
bountiful crops over multiple growing cycles using
minimal resources in a suburban environment. The
concept that John Jeavons and the team at Ecology
Action launched more than 40 years ago has been
embraced by the mainstream and continues to gather
momentum. Today, How to Grow More Vegetables,
now in its fully revised and updated 8th edition, is the
go-to reference for food growers at every level: from
home gardeners dedicated to nurturing their
backyard edibles in maximum harmony with nature’s
cycles, to small-scale commercial producers
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Whether you hope to harvest your
first tomatoes next summer or are planning to grow
enough to feed your whole family in years to come,
How to Grow More Vegetables is your indispensable
sustainable garden guide.

Plenty
Eat high quality, organic food from your garden all
year round. Extend the gardening season by learning
how to quickly and easily preserve food - no canning
involved! Instead, you'll learn how to use your
basement, fridge and freezer. You'll have a simple
plan for preserving each vegetable, fruit and herb you
can grow in your own garden or buy at your local
farmers market. Make better use of your garden
harvests, discover why you don't have to grow
everything you preserve, and enjoy cooking in the off
season with flavor-packed produce preserved at the
peak of flavor.

High-Yield Vegetable Gardening
Dealing with a sick plant is one of the most frustrating
situations a gardener can face. More often than not,
we have no idea what is causing the problem, or how
to fix it. Fortunately, help is at hand. What's Wrong
With My Plant? (And How Do I Fix It?) provides an
easy system for visually diagnosing any problem, and
matching it to the right cure. This innovative and easyto-use guide is split into three parts. Part One
presents easy-to-follow, illustrated flow charts —
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the problem. The format is so simple it doesn't even
require knowing the name of the plant; all you need
to know is whether the problem is affecting its roots,
stem, flowers, or leaves. It does not matter whether
the plant is a houseplant, perennial, vegetable, tree,
or shrub. Part Two offers a 100% organic way to fix
the problem. From improper growing conditions and
environmental factors, to molds, pests, and diseases,
every problem has a safe, natural solution. Part Three
shows photographs and drawings of stressed,
damaged, and diseased plants that help with accurate
comparison. Whether your garden consists of herbs
on a kitchen windowsill, a vegetable garden, an
elaborate backyard border, or a container on a patio,
What's Wrong With My Plant? is an indispensable
resource. If you can see it, you can fix it. Curing a sick
plant just doesn't get any easier.

Grow Great Vegetables in Pennsylvania
Harnessing traditions from previous generations to
preserve food is not only a passion for Shannon
Stonger, but a way of life. Shannon walked away from
a career in chemistry to raise her family. Shortly
thereafter, she and her husband moved their family
off the grid to discover a more simple, agrarian life.
With only minimal solar-powered electricity, Shannon
relies on practical food preservation techniques, such
as fermentation, to provide nutritious food for her
family while cutting food costs. In Traditionally
Fermented Foods, Shannon shows readers how to
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techniques,
often
without refrigeration. An alternative
to canning and freezing, traditionally fermented foods
do not require modern technology to preserve. You
can learn Shannon’s authentic preservation
technique, which she depends on daily to put food on
the table, so you know they work. You can also learn
how fermented foods work, how to make fermented
foods and how to use fermented foods in recipes. This
book contains over 80 recipes with corresponding
photos.

The Resilient Gardener
Keith Stewart covers everything you need to know to
successfully grow and market your own organic
vegetables and herbs. Offering expert tips on
choosing a growing site, soil fertility, companion
planting, irrigation, organic farming techniques,
dealing with pests, and harvesting, Stewart also helps
you design a business plan, manage employees, and
find niche markets for your produce.

Traditionally Fermented Foods
Don’t Just Eat Your Veggies. Love to Eat Them— Every
Day! You know that vegetables are good for you, but
you’re still struggling to eat them regularly. You would
like to take better care of your health, but there’s
always something standing in the way: little time for
shopping and cooking, a lack of knowledge what to
eat, or your taste buds protesting the change. Eating
veggies doesn’t have to be hard, and you too can
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but powerful actions you can
take today to transform your health. Optimizing your
diet can have an immense impact on your life, and
vegetables are the closest thing to a magic pill.
Written by bestselling personal development author,
salad-addicted Martin Meadows, How to Eat More
Vegetables is a concise guide to help you eat and
enjoy this most important food for a fulfilling life.
Advice described in the book includes, among others:
- 5 techniques to get motivated to eat more
vegetables (that have nothing to do with the
“vegetables are good for you” argument). - What
vegetables you should eat, divided into a low-return
group of 13 vegetables and a top 20 high-return
group (learn which veggies give you the best bang for
your buck). - 11 highly effective methods to eat
vegetables every day (including 58 vegetable-rich
alternatives to popular, less healthy foods). - How to
enjoy the taste of vegetables (including 3 specific
strategies to use every day). - 6 strategies to enjoy
vegetables without adding too much fat to them (you
don’t have to coat your veggies with butter, cheese or
dressing to enjoy the flavor). - 13 ways to prepare
vegetables to grab and go (no more excuses that you
can’t eat veggies because you’re rarely home). - 7
methods to avoid boredom when eating veggies (use
them every day and you’ll keep things interesting
forever). - How to deal with fresh vegetables spoiling
so quickly (find out which vegetables last for at least
two weeks). - 6 ideas if you can’t afford to buy more
vegetables (including a common excuse that
shouldn’t hold you back). - 10 ways to work
vegetables into breakfast (yes, you can eat veggies
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giving you
digestive
problems (because eating
veggies shouldn’t be uncomfortable). There’s no
denying the fact that your health is paramount to
your enjoyment of life. While you can’t control
everything that happens to your body, you’re in
control over your diet. Proper nutrition will lead to
more energy, better appearance, and mental
performance. Manifest your devotion to your loved
ones and to yourself by eating vegetables every day.
You only stand to gain. Keywords: how to eat more
vegetables, eat more veggies, healthy eating, eat
healthy, eat vegetables book

The New Organic Grower, 3rd Edition
Explains how to grow and harvest vegetables
throughout the year in mobile plastic greenhouses
that use little heat, covering topics such as
greenhouse design and construction, soil preparation,
weed control, pests, and summer and winter crops.

The Sustainable Vegetable Garden
The world's leading resource on biointensive,
sustainable, high-yield organic gardening is
thoroughly updated throughout, with new sections on
using 12 percent less water and increasing compost
power. Long before it was a trend, How to Grow More
Vegetables brought backyard ecosystems to life for
the home gardener by demonstrating sustainable
growing methods for spectacular organic produce on
a small but intensive scale. How to Grow More
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growers at
every
level, whether home gardeners
dedicated to nurturing backyard edibles with minimal
water in maximum harmony with nature's cycles, or a
small-scale commercial producer interested in
optimizing soil fertility and increasing plant
productivity. In the ninth edition, author John Jeavons
has revised and updated each chapter, including new
sections on using less water and increasing compost
power.

How to Eat More Vegetables
The biggest mistake gardeners make each season is
starting out too big and then quickly realizing their
large plot requires too much weeding, watering, and
backbreaking labor. Vertical gardening guarantees a
better outcome from the day the trowel hits the
soil—by shrinking the amount of "floor" space needed
and focusing on climbing plants that are less prone to
insects, diseases, and animal pests. Notable author
and gardener Derek Fell has tried and tested
thousands of varieties of vegetables, flowers, and
fruits and recommends the best plants for spacesaving vertical gardening. His grow-up, grow-down
system also shows which ground-level plants make
good companions underneath and alongside climbing
plants. Best of all, many of Fell's greatest climbers
and mutually beneficial plants are available in seed
packets in every local garden center. With a mix of
DIY and commercially available string supports,
trellises, pergolas, raised beds, skyscraper gardens,
and topsy-turvy planters, the vertical garden system
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be practiced in spaces as small as a
container or a one-by-four-foot strip. Vertical
Gardening features 100 color photos of the author's
own vertical methods and showcases beautiful,
troublefree perennials, shrubs, vegetables, annuals,
and fruit perfect for this new, rewarding way to
garden.

The Winter Harvest Handbook
Fight garden pests and increase your yields the
natural way with this tried and true technique!
Planting vegetables and flowers together is one of the
oldest ways to create a healthy, bountiful garden, but
there's more to the method than you might think.
Vegetables Love Flowers will walk you through the ins
and outs of companion planting, from how it works to
which plants go together and how to grow the best
garden for your climate. With the right information
and some careful planning, you can help your plants
thrive--and beautify your garden in the process.

Food Grown Right, In Your Backyard
When a young girl demands "No more vegetables,"
her mother agrees as long as Ruthie helps in the
vegetable garden.

The Everything Grow Your Own
Vegetables Book
At Clay Bottom Farm, author Ben Hartman and staff
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waste--of
time, labor, space, money, and
more--every year and aligning their organic
production more tightly with customer demand.
Applied alongside other lean principles originally
developed by the Japanese auto industry, the end
result has been increased profits and less work. In this
field-guide companion to his award-winning first book,
The Lean Farm, Hartman shows market vegetable
growers in even more detail how Clay Bottom Farm
implements lean thinking in every area of their work,
including using kanbans, or replacement signals, to
maximize land use; germination chambers to reduce
defect waste; and right-sized machinery to save
money and labor and increase efficiency. From finding
land and assessing infrastructure needs to selling
perfect produce at the farmers market, The Lean
Farm Guide to Growing Vegetables digs deeper into
specific, tested methods for waste-free farming that
not only help farmers become more successful but
make the work more enjoyable. These methods
include: Using Japanese paper pot transplanters
Building your own germinating chambers Leaning up
your greenhouse Making and applying simple
composts Using lean techniques for pest and weed
control Creating Heijunka, or load-leveling calendars
for efficient planning Farming is not static, and
improvement requires constant change. The Lean
Farm Guide to Growing Vegetables offers strategies
for farmers to stay flexible and profitable even in the
face of changing weather and markets. Much more
than a simple exercise in cost-cutting, lean farming is
about growing better, not cheaper, food--the food
your customers want.
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A hands-on guide to the ins and outs of raising and
using vegetables Want to grow your own vegetables?
You can do it the fun and easy way with this practical
guide. From selecting the right spot to preparing the
soil to harvesting, Vegetable Gardening For Dummies,
2nd Edition shows you how to successfully raise
vegetables regardless of the size of your plot or your
dietary needs. You'll discover how to plot your garden
and get the soil in tip-top shape; select the types of
vegetables you want to grow; plant the seeds
properly; and care for them as they grow. You'll also
know the right time to pick your vegetables and the
best ways to enjoy them. Plus, you'll get tips on
preserving foods grown at home. Expert advice on
planting, caring for, harvesting, and enjoying the
fruits of your own vegetable garden Features
environmentally friendly ways to combat pests in your
garden Charlie Nardozzi is senior horticulturist and
spokesperson for the National Gardening Association;
he's also been the gardening expert on such
programs as HGTV's Today at Home and Way to Grow
and the Discovery Channel's Home Matters Whether
you have a green thumb or you've never grown a
plant before, Vegetable Gardening For Dummies, 2nd
Edition has all the information you need to create a
healthy garden.

The Year-Round Vegetable Gardener
Presents the basic principles of biointensive
gardening with tips on what to grow, preparing
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How to Grow World Record Tomatoes
Fertilize your garden naturally--a guide to growing
your plants in healthy, happy soil People want to
know where their food comes from, who grows it and
how it is grown. Interest in permaculture, backyard
composting, and gardening in general, is growing. So
how does the budding gardener ensure that his soil is
healthy and nutrient-rich enough to support all the
produce he intends to grow? Here’s a hint--think
worms! Vermiculture is the healthiest and most costeffective way to ensure that your soil receives the
nourishment that it needs. A simple vermicompost bin
can produce the completely natural, nutrient-rich
fertilizer that can be used to boost soil health and, in
turn, increase your crop yield. In true Crystal Stevens’
fashion, Worms at Work is a practical, easy-toimplement guide to fertilizing your garden naturally. It
discusses the vital role worms play in boosting soil
health, and the reasons why every gardener should
use vermicompost in order to decrease reliance on
toxic synthetic fertilizers. Coverage includes: • Simple
designs to build your own vermicompost bin • Caring
for your worms • Garden applications for your worm
castings • Lesson plans to incorporate
vermicomposting into the school science curriculum
Whether you’re tending to a small backyard garden or
managing a large farm, Worms at Work can show you
how to start vermicomposting today in order to grow
healthy plants in healthy, happy soil. Crystal Stevens
is the author of Grow Create Inspire and has been coPage 21/25
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Vertical Gardening
Enjoy bushels of crispy apples and baskets of juicy
blueberries from your own backyard. Authors Lewis
Hill and Leonard Perry provide everything you need to
know to successfully grow delicious organic fruit at
home, from choosing the best varieties for your area
to planting, pruning, and harvesting a bountiful crop.
With tips on cultivating strawberries, raspberries,
grapes, pears, peaches, and more, this essential
reference guide will inspire year after year of
abundantly fruitful gardening.

How to Grow More Vegetables Than You
Ever Thought Possible on Less Land Than
You Can Imagine
No need to keep buying the same vegetables you eat
all the time over and over again. Regrow Your Veggies
is an insightful guide that provides effective
propagation techniques to recycle and regrow more
than 20 popular vegetables right at home! Learn how
to have a source of fresh and healthy vegetables
close by, from onions and sweet potatoes to
pineapples and mangoes, reduce waste, and know
how to prevent and solve issues with pesky pests and
pathogens. Get the most out of your favorite foods
and produce your own produce!

The Lean Farm Guide to Growing
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Vegetables
Imagine John Jeavons
Easy gardening instruction for saving money and
eating better by growing your own food in the city

Grow Fruit & Vegetables in Pots
Even in winter’s coldest months you can harvest
fresh, delicious produce. Drawing on insights gained
from years of growing vegetables in Nova Scotia, Niki
Jabbour shares her simple techniques for gardening
throughout the year. Learn how to select the best
varieties for each season, the art of succession
planting, and how to build inexpensive structures to
protect your crops from the elements. No matter
where you live, you’ll soon enjoy a thriving vegetable
garden year-round.

How to Grow More Vegetables, Eighth
Edition
Get the Inside Dirt, Georgia! This ultimate local guide
to growing vegetables and other edibles provides you
with insider advice on climate zones, average frost
dates, and growing season details across Georgia.
Information includes details on sun, soil, fertilizer,
mulch, water, and the best varieties for your region. A
garden planning section helps with design and crop
rotation, and monthly lists explain what to do from
January through December. In-depth profiles of nearly
50 edibles round out the information and help ensure
a can’t-miss harvest.
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The 20 Foot Tomato Plant
Imagine John Jeavons
You won’t believe your eyes when you see the size of
your harvest! In High-Yield Vegetable Gardening,
authors Colin McCrate and Brad Halm show how you
can make your food garden much more productive,
no matter how big or small it is. You’ll learn their
secrets for preparing the soil, selecting and rotating
your crops, and mapping out a specific customized
plan to make the most of your space and your
growing season. Packed with the charts, tables,
schedules, and worksheets you need — as well as
record-keeping pages so you can repeat your
successes next year — this book is an essential tool
for the serious gardener.
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